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Novel Search and Retrieval Based on Domain 
Ontology 
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Abstract- This paper proposes a framework of domain
Ontology - based scientific and information retrieval (IR), and
makes in - depth study on information organization and
semantic retrieval. A prototype information retrieval
information system is also implemented via a series of retrieval
effects tests. The domain Ontology - based retrieval
information system and the retrieval process of the information
systematic prototypes are also depicted. In the end, the model
is validated through a platform of trial information system.
The result shows that when contrasted with traditional
retrieval information system; this information system has a
strong function in extending the connotation and denotation of
the search words. So, it has the superiority in enhancing
greatly the precision and recall. 
Keywords- Information retrieval (IR); Domain Ontology;
Information organization; Semantic annotation; Semantic
retrieval 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ith the development of information technology,
network-based environment of professional 

information resources increasing, and gradually evolved into
a distributed, loosely network information environment.
Information on the diversity of complex and heterogeneous
information systems and so the resources of the professional
literature, information organization and retrieval and use of
proposed New challenges. Traditional information retrieval
(IR) with the information system is mainly the professional
literature to string matching and meta-data as a basis, but
that expression match the same string Issues, rather than the
meaning word form matching, vocabulary, and other
isolated defects [1 - 4]; meta-data program is also the
applicability of their capabilities and the evolution of
different knowledge information systems and
"Granularity"[2] of the resources there exist certain
limitations described in, which have led to the current
professional literature on information retrieval (IR)
information system is less desirable[3]. As a new concept
and method of information organization, ontology for the
semantic retrieval theory provides an important way to solve
the ideas and implementation. Since the ontology is cited in
to the field of information retrieval since researchers in
ontology construction [6], semantic annotation, retrieval,
matching, similarity algorithms and search results in such
areas as research, proposed Some distinctive ontology (IR)
models and information systems [5 -7]. These studies
indicate that contribute to the semantic level through
ontology information retrieval, and to a certain extent,
___________________________ 
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improve search results. However, current ontology-based
information retrieval research focuses on enterprise
information systems integration, Web Page retrieval and
knowledge in the field, research priorities, but focused on
search technology, reasoning logic and algorithm level, on
the body of information retrieval in the professional
literature Role, the information system architecture and
implementation of less involved. As an important part of,
(IR) professional literature has its own  characteristics and
research value [8]. Professional literature is not the same as
unstructured text, thematic data Library contains a large
number of staff by the use of indexing knowledge
organization tools in understanding the original Based on
the literature began to extract the contents of the semantic
metadata[9-10-11]. In the information group Organization
and information retrieval should take full advantage of the
semantics of these meta-data value. And literature from the
areas of information organization and heterogeneous
concept, the concept query expansion and Semantic retrieval
in various aspects of the implementation of the overall
study. The paper is organized as follows: section 2
introduces related work on experimentation, while in section
3 we briefly introduce and the methods. The main
contribution of this work is presented in section 4, which
describes the experiments performed and the 
result analysis, and in section 5 that draws conclusions and
outlines future work. 

II. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (IR) MODEL 
BASED OF ONTOLOGY 

To solve the above problem, this paper specifically based on
domain ontology Industry Information Retrieval model, its
basic ideas are:- 

1) With the current more mature information
organizing tool to reflect Concepts and knowledge
areas of the domain ontology. 

2) In accordance with the domain ontology on the
concept of the professional literature in the areas of
progress Line automated semantic annotation, build
the concept of the document vector. 

3) When users search using the domain ontology of
the query request extraction and semantic concept
expansion of the concept of building a query
vector. 

4) Calculate the query concept vector and documents
related to the concept of vector degree retrieve the
relevant documents to meet client requirements.
The model framework Figure 1 
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Figure 1 Search model of professional literature based on domain ontology 

Compared with existing research, retrieval model proposed 
in  this  paper  mainly  the  following characteristics:- 

1) In  reference  classification,  topic  and  other
traditional information organization method And
meta-data  methods  based  on  the  concept  of
ontology   by   constructing   field, coding
information  System  ontology  and  the  formal
description of the professional literature to the field 
of  ontology  concepts  and  heterogeneous
integration and organization of the professional
literature information. 

2) The use of thesauri and classification to achieve the
concept of ontology from the field Based on the
dynamic transformation of semantic distance
between concepts, semantic coincidence degree,
Degree of relationship between the concepts of
correlation is calculated to achieve a quantitative
check Expansion. 

3) The proposed relevance weights with semantic
annotation method automatic processing without
manual indexing of the professional literature, and
expertise  that  have  been  indexing  Industry
documents, you can use its semantic metadata,
semantic annotation to enhance effectiveness.  

4) In the search stage, the proposed algorithm has
certain adaptability, can be avoided because of
incomplete ontology domain concepts influencing
the cable results. 

The following are the purposes of this organization in (IR)
model, query processing, check Implementation in such
areas as cable further  elaboration. 

1) Professional   Literature   Information
Organizations 

To   achieve   the   professional   literature   of  information 
organization,  we  takes  the  field  was  constructed  
concept   ontology,   ontology  coding  information system
and the professional literature three  inter-related body,  

domain and ontology. Among them,  the  concept  of 
ontology  to  relevant  areas  of  professional  leader  domain 
concepts  and  their  hierarchical relationships, the use of
natural words, etc For formal description coding information
system ontology description of  the  professional literature
Some external features of the above property  values of the
standardized, centralized management  and maintenance of
protection-related code, to ensure  the  encoding flexibility, 
scalability and  reusability.  Ontology   defines   the  
professional   literature,  professional literature class and is
Resistance to the  class instance to represent the professional
literature  and  an example  of real  property are  the 
external  features of the literature, semantic information, and 
examples   of   inter-related   documents   formal 
description. 

a) Ontology 

The concept of ontology construction field is the  basis  of 
the  whole  information  system  and  key  High-quality
domain ontology can bring better search  results, but also
means relatively high costs of ontology  construction [1].
From the applicability, development  is difficult degree of
maturity and technical aspects,  this  article  uses  a 
thesaurus  and  classification  to  achieve  the  automatic 
transformation  of  ontology  domain concepts [12-13-14],
and also on the semantic distance  between  concepts, 
semantic  coincidence  degree, the concept of relevance, etc.
Quantitative  terms, the concept of similarity were
constructed and  the correlation matrix, a numerical Act sees
Ontology  coding information system is relatively simple,
relevant  standards and  regulations [15]  on the 
professional literature of the "type", "format", "Language",
"time  and space Range "and other attributes of the code are 
more clearly defined, by coding body Department of 
ontology on the definition of the formal description.
Ontology construction in the professional literature, first
established “Professional literature" Class as a top-level
class, then according to relevant standards and norms [16-
17] for the top layer type set up "Name", "Creator"
"Association" And "Semantic Annotation" and other 16 
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properties, a number of attributes and then set the child
property. For  example, “Semantic  Annotation”.  These
attributes have "field concept" and "relevance weights". 
Two  sub-attributes,  "Professional  Literature"  was 
established under the top level category "Books" ,"Journal"
,"Conference paper", "Standard" ,  sub-class of 11 to
represent a variety of documents  types,   these   sub-classes  
inherit   "Professional  Literature" Class of all properties.
Taking into account  the special nature of various types of
literature, but also the addition of these sub-categories
Special attributes,  such as "Conference paper" ,Class set”,
"Conference"  Is   a   knowledge   organization   and  
knowledge  management  of,  and  contains  The  meeting 
name  “TECHNOLOGY" ,"Meeting Date" ,,"Meeting
place"  and  "Conference  Name"  and  other  sub-attributes;
"Standard",  Class  from ,"Professional  Literature" class
inheritance to the "Other responsible person" Attributes
increased "Approved body" Sub-attributes Ontology in the
professional literature, each one  corresponding to the
professional literature, literature class model with an
instance of the attribute value is  the  corresponding 
recording  in  the  literature  and  Indexing items. 

"Language", "type", "format" and need  to be standardized
body from the coding information  system of values to
obtain, and the "field concept" property value is obtained
from the field of ontology concepts. Use of "associated"
attribute can also be real are  examples  of  connections 
between  different documents, such as a "journal paper”
Real Cases can be "part" of a "journal" example; different
versions of the book also can be "inherited version of"
attribute to associate. Professional literature ontology can In
order to  better  achieve  different  types  of  professional
literature of information integration, and is very easy to
expand the type and attributes. 

b) Semantic  annotation  of  the  professional
literature 

Ontology building is completed; one must also  mark out the
field of ontology concepts each instance  in the areas of
literature and the relevance of the  concept  of  weight,  and 
save  to  the  professional literature examples of "semantic
annotation" property in the process shown in Figure 2 as
follows: 

Figure 2 Semantic annotation process professional

Correlation weights in the calculation, considering  the
concept involved Words appear in the literature of  different
positions, in which documents and fields of long  degree  of   

several  aspects  to  the  concept  of computational  units,  on 
the  TF ×  IDF  Operators Method [7, 18, 19] is improved,
the concept of d c of the documents related to the right
degree Value of w is defined as: 
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w = TF (c in d) · IDF (c) · field Boost (c. field in d) ·length Norm (C. field in d) (1) 

Equation (1) the meaning of the various parts of the formula
as shown in table i. 

2) Query processing 

Express the information needs of users, that search  query is
usually the form of the word. To realize the  concept of
matching based on semantic retrieval, on  must deal with the
conceptualization of the query request. Meanwhile, to
increase the recall rate, also need  to  implement  query 
expansion [20].  As  the domain ontology contains a large
number of concepts and their relations information, we use
ontology to enter line a synonym expansion, semantic
implication, the associated extension and semantic extension
like [21]. In order to implement query expansion, first of all
need to establish that the concept of inter- quantitative  

indicators of the degree associated the concept of similarity
and relevance Matrix. 

a) The   concept   of   similarity   and   the correlation
matrix 

The concept of the concept of similarity that can  replace
compliance process level and semantic degree  reflects  the 
concept  of  their  mutual  aggregation  characteristics.
Conceptual similarity Is a very strong  concept of
subjectivity [22], from the perspective of  different
applications and start, the researchers made a  variety  of 
similarity  calculation  method [21],  the considering  the 
concept  of  culture  between  the structural level network
diagram of a variety of factors, will The concept of ontology
in the field of any two concepts X and Y define the
similarity To: 

EQ (2) the right of the left part of the calculation of the
equal sign is the language X and Y Justice  degree, elements
for the X and Y the number of  concepts shared by the host,
the denominator for the X  or Y of the upper maximum
number of concepts.  Where, P(X) that takes study the
concept of node X  and all upper set, P(X) ∩ P(Y) table said
the concept of  the concept of X and Y by the concept of 

shared set of  upper, Size (A) a number of elements within
that set. Eq (2) the right of the right half of the equal sign 
calculate the semantic similarity of distance, where  Dist (X, 
Y) for the X and Y of the semantic distance; α  as 
regulatory  factors,  can  approximate  geographic  Solution
does not consider semantics in the case of  coincidence
degree, when the similarity is (0. 5) the  semantic distance. 

2
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The correlation refers to the concept of linkages between the
concepts together appears extent; reflect the characteristics
of the combination between concepts. Taking into account
the concept of and documentation related to the concept of 

degree of weight and is now in the literature of total
frequency, almost Read X and Y can be defined as the
correlation. 

Eq  (3)  WX,di  said  the  concept  of  X  in  the document
the correlation di Weight, WY, di , said the concept of Y in
the document di correlation in weight.  D(X) that all include
the concept of X's document  collection, D (X∩Y) that
contains both X and Y are  two concepts of the document
collection, Eq(3) the  concept of the molecular part of the
said X and Y and  all contain both of these two concepts the
weight of the  document and, to part denominator X and Y
and for all  with X or Y value of the document and the right.
Definition of similarity between two concepts and  the
relevance algorithm, you can on the concept of  ontology in
the field of all the concepts two by two  Calculate the
similarity and phase Related degrees, and  thus construct the
concept of relevance and similarity  matrix. 

b) Conversion and expansion of the semantic query 

Semantic query transformation and expansion of  the query
to retrieve the word form the concept of the  request into the
form of semantic information, and in  accordance with the
rules expand the concept. The process shown in Figure 3,
the following steps, Method using word queries cut into
several phrases, and with  leading Extraction of domain
ontology concepts related  to the characteristics of the field
of vocabulary. 
According to the concept of ontology in the field of natural
words the concept of identity, will feature words Meeting of
the concept extracted, similarity threshold were set Rs  
(Rs    [0, 1]) and correlation threshold Rc (  Rc     [0, 1]), the
control concept of similarity / correlation matrix, the domain
concepts Ontology query request with the concept of
similarity or correlation is greater than Rs greater than the
concept of Rc extract, added to the original query, in order
to achieve the requested query language Meaning extension. 
The query request cannot be converted into the concept of 

characteristic words are still words retain the form of
exchange, to participate in subsequent retrieval. 

III. SEARCH IMPLEMENTATION  
The implementation query request and quantification of the
document collection and calculation. For the document to be
retrieved set D in any text file dj     D, it can be expressed as
s + t Dimensional vector of the form 

Document vector by the concepts and vocabulary of two
parts, Eq (4), s the number of concepts for the information 
system,  t  in  the  information  system without a counterpart
in the number of index terms.  Wij for the concept ci of the
document dj's relevance  weights in on the text Offer
examples for calculating  the semantic annotation wij 'is the
i-word ti on the  document dj's relevance weights, using
conventional TF × IDF method Obtained. For the expansion
and transformation of the query  request, it could be further
form Show for the query  vector. 

Where s the number of concepts for the information system, 
t  in  the  information  system  without  the corresponding,
the index number of the concept of the word. Vector
component wiq i-a concept that ci In the  query q In weight,
and there wiq ≥ 0. wiq 'said the first  i- Glossary ti in the
query q in weight, and there wiq '≥  0  Queries in the 
document  and  that  the  basis to  quantify,  document  and 
The  degree  of  similarity  between  the   query  can   be  
transformed   into  two-dimensional to s + t Amount of
similarity, and  according to cosine law [19] to calculate the
specifi Value. 

Figure 3 Semantic query transformation and growth process

3
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IV. EVALUATING IR SYSTEMS 
The methods are needed so as to be able to compare their
abilities. In this paper you have two very  different aspects
of an IR system can be measured: efficiency,  and 
effectiveness.  Efficiency  can  be measured in terms of the
resources required by the system, including the storage
space required to store the document collection, and the
computing resources needed to perform operations on the
collection, such as the  addition  and  removal  of 
documents,  and performing queries. Effectiveness attempts
to measure, as the name  implies, the effectiveness of an IR
system at satisfying a set of queries. Given a sufficiently
general document and query collection, the effectiveness
should provide a  domain neutral measure of the ability of
the system.  The measure of effectiveness is further
complicated by  the fact that it is dependent on the type of
task being  evaluated. Interactive systems must be evaluated
in a different way to systems in which user feedback plays
no role, Some of the issues have been discussed in the first
international workshop on adaptive information retrieval
(Joho et al.,2008) organized by the guest editors. They are
Many IR researchers [Rijsbergen 2006]  believe that a
satisfactory approach to the evaluation of  an information
retrieval system is yet to be found.  Since this is still a rich
and ongoing area of research,  we will only examine the
most common evaluation  methods. Furthermore, it is 

assumed that the system  under   evaluation   operates   with  
minimal   user interaction. The most widespread method of
evaluating an  IR  system  involves  providing  precision-
recall values  for  a  set  of  queries  posed  on  a  specific
document  collection.  Usually,  a  precision-recall diagram
is plotted so that comparisons between IR systems can be
made visually Use the document collection and a query,
define  R the number of relevant documents in the set for
this  query, and A be the number of documents retrieved by 
the IR system. Finally, let I be the number relevant 
documents within the documents retrieved by the IR 
system. Recall and precision can then be defined as 

The basic precision and recall measures assume  that the IR
system returns an unsorted list of results,  which is then
evaluated in full. If this is not the case,  recall and precision
values change as more documents  within the result list are
examined (the assumption is  made that the list is ordered
from the highest to least  believed  relevance).  This  is  done 
by  computing precision over the seen documents whenever
a relevant document is found in the retrieved document list.
For example, assume the following documents are retrieved
in response to a query, with the documents marked by an
asterisk indicating relevant documents:- 

This paper is you assume that this query has 20 relevant
documents, of which nine were retrieved as  above. At a
recall level of 6% (i.e.1 out of the 20  relevant documents
have been seen), precision is 50%,  since one out of the
three seen documents are relevant. At the 60% recall level,
precision increases to 50%. At 60% and 80% recall,
precision values are 50% and 40%. Finally, at 90% recall,
precision drops to 0%, as all relevant documents were not
retrieved Precision-recall curves are normally drawn by
computing  precision  at 20  standard  recall  values, namely,  

0%, 5%, 10%... and 25%. If, as in the above example, 
insufficient  relevant  documents  exist  to compute recall at
all these points, the values at the standard  points  are  set  as 
the  maximum  known precision at  any known  recall 
points between the current  and  next  standard  points.  The 
example presented   above   would   therefore   yield   the
precision recall curve illustrated in Figure 4. Usually,
precision-recall curves are computed by  averaging the
precisions obtained at the standard  recall values over all
queries posed to the system. 
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When  averaged  over  a  number  of  queries,  precision-
recall curves tend to follow an exponential  decay curve.
Intuitively this result from the fact that an  algorithm would
generally rank at least a few relevant  documents  quite 
highly,  therefore  yielding  high  precision for low recall
values. As the number of  relevant documents returned by
the system increases  however, more and more irrelevant
documents are  returned  within  the  results.  Obviously,  a 
perfect  algorithm would have a float precision-recall curve
at  the 100% level. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This  paper  analyzes  the  traditional  information  retrieval 
methods  inadequate  for  achieving  the  semantic
information system are described in four key  modules,
given   A new ontology construction method based on this
proposed ontology-based information  system   framework  
for   information   retrieval  information systems, and
describes the information  system  prototype  Design  and 
retrieval  processes,  effective  solution  to  the  traditional 
information  retrieval recall and precision for low rate of
problems;  In addition, the paper also set up a A 100 or so
computers in the field HTML format paper documents  as a
basis of knowledge of their search, by comparing  the 
experimental  results  show that  Ontology-based 
information   retrieval   compared   to   traditional 
information retrieval, it expanded the connotation and 
extension of search terms, making retrieval recall rate
significantly Strengthened. Of course, the proposed
ontology-based   information   retrieval   information 
system prototype box leave many shortcomings, such as
ontology and knowledge library of data increase, making
information retrieval response time when the  start search
will be some effect, how to reduce the  response time will be
my they next step is to focus on  the object of study. 
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